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Abstract—Recent trend in cloud computing demands vast and
ever increasing storage capacity for data centers. For many cloud
service providers, much of the storage capacity demand is driven
by cold and archival data, such as user uploaded contents, system
logs, and backups. In this paper, we describe UStore, a hard disk
based storage system designed for such workloads. We make
the assumption that most data centers are already populated
with computer servers and networking gears, and propose a
solution to attach additional disks to these servers reliably at
extremely low cost. The main component of UStore is a novel fat
tree interconnect fabric to connect hard disks to existing servers
and network infrastructure. To reduce cost, UStore leverages the
mature commodity USB 3.0 technology to build the fabric, which
has extremely low amortized cost per disk while still providing
sufficient throughput to satisfy cold and archival workload. The
software of the UStore system abstracts the system’s physical
topology and provides a consistent view of the storage capacity
to the upper layer services such as distributed file systems or
backup services. In a sense, UStore can be regarded as external
USB hard disks designed for data centers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing provides many cost saving opportunities
for the end users, while opening new usage scenarios that
were impossible before. Cloud services, such as web email,
video hosting, cloud drive [1], and cloud archiving [2], provide
large amount of storage space for user contents at very low
cost, often free at the lowest service tier. To operate these cloud
services, huge amount of storage capacity needs to be available
in the data centers. Moreover, the cloud operators need to be
able to keep up with the storage demand as business expands.
Due to the scale of operation, infrastructure cost is often a
significant part of the costs for cloud service providers [3].
Cost savings on storage capacity is a significant competitive
advantage in this space.

Much of the data stored in the cloud are cold or archival.
We distinguish cold data from archival data based on their
access patterns. Cold data are for interactive usage scenarios.
They are accessed rarely, but when accessed, a user would
expect the response to come back after a short amount of
time, usually in the range of seconds. Examples of cold data
include older emails and shared photos of non-celebrity users.
In contrast, archival data are usually accessed in large batches
on a predictable schedule. Examples of archival data include
file system backups and system logs. For archival data, the
access latency requirement is usually less stringent, but they
often demand high throughput.

Due to latency requirements, cold data usually has to be
stored on spinning hard disks. As disk cost comes down, we
are seeing many archival systems built on top of hard disks
as well [4], [5], [6]. In this paper, we assume that the storage
system is built with hard disks. Though other storage mediums,
such as magnetic tapes, optical disks, have been used for
archiving purposes, hard disk is still likely to be the preferred
medium for cold and archival storage in data centers in the
near future.

To address the demand for storage capacity in a data center
setting, we describe a design of a storage system called UStore.
We make the observation that most data centers are already
populated with computer servers and networking gears. To
add storage capacity, a cost effective solution would be to
attach large amount of hard disks to existing servers. By
separating storage from computation and networking demand,
UStore provides more flexibility for cloud service providers.
Of course, UStore can be co-deployed with additional servers,
while still maintaining its cost advantage.

UStore is a combined hardware and software solution to
cost effectively attach disks to servers with good performance
and availability. A UStore system consists of one or more
deploy units. A deploy unit is a hardware piece that contains
many disks to be connected to multiple servers called UStore
hosts. To connect the disks to servers, we leverage the widely
adopted USB technology, whose recent iteration (USB 3.0)
provides up to 5Gb/s full duplex throughput, competitive to
other connection technologies at a much lower price point. We
build a fat tree interconnect fabric with USB hubs and USB
switches (i.e., 2-1 multiplexer) to avoid single point of failure
and provide higher throughput. Through reconfiguration, the
fabric allows any of the disks to be connected to any hosts
of the unit, thus providing fault tolerance. The traditional
wisdom of multi-path attached storage being expensive is no
longer true in our design. UStore builds the interconnect fabric
at a much lower cost than traditional storage architectures.
Based on the novel hardware platform, we design a software
stack that provides storage capacity to upper layer applications
in a flexible manner. The software hides the complexity of
hardware failure detection and quick failover. It manages the
huge storage pool (see § IV), and allows clients to access the
allocated storage space as remotely attached disks.

The basic problem we want to solve with the UStore system
is to find a method to connect hard disks to servers in a cost



effective manner and offer flexible access interface, while still
providing high availability and good performance. We do not
intend to build a fully functional storage system, instead, we
set up a well-managed storage platform for upper layer usage.
More specifically, traditional storage systems can be deployed
above UStore with little modification, using UStore storage as
raw disks, while employing their own specific techniques for
data durability and availability.

To evaluate the UStore architecture, we built a proof-of-
concept UStore prototype with a single deploy unit consisting
of 16 hard disks. We evaluated the system with 4 hosts
connected with the unit. Our evaluation shows that the system
can sustain a total throughput of 2160MB/s and can recover
from an arbitrary single host failure in 5.8 seconds.

The key contributions of this paper are:
1) We observe several desirable properties of a cloud based

archival and cold data storage system, and argue that a
cost effective way to add storage to data centers is to
attach more disks to existing servers.

2) We describe the hardware design of UStore deploy unit,
which employs a novel USB 3.0 based fat tree intercon-
nect fabric to connect large numbers of hard disks to
multiple existing hosts with no single point of failure.
The hardware design offers extremely low amortized cost
for each additional disk, while still providing reasonable
performance.

3) We describe the UStore software system architecture,
which leverages the UStore deploy unit hardware to
provide a scalable and fault tolerant storage.

4) We built a prototype of UStore with 16 disks, and
provide detailed measurement on performance and power
consumption under different workloads.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Storage Interconnect Technologies

We briefly review some popular interconnection technolo-
gies below.
SATA/SAS/FC: SATA (Serial ATA) [7] supports a native
transfer rate of up to 6.0 Gb/s in SATA 3.0, and SAS(Serial
Attached SCSI) [8] also allows transfer speed of 6 Gb/s.
SATA multiplier and SAS expander can be used to deal with
limited native ports on servers. However, SATA multiplier
only supports up to 15 devices and does not support cascaded
connections (i.e., one multiplier plugged into another). SAS
is often used in high-end storage systems, which is usually
costly. On the other hand, SAS supports Dual-path and dual-
domain architectures to avoid single point of failure, which
trades off much more monetary cost for reliability and fast
recovery. Another interconnection technology is fibre channel
(FC) [9] which can reach 3200 MB/s (i.e., 16 GFC). However,
fibre channel is obviously not cost effective for archival and
cold storage.
Ethernet: As a widely adopted and low-cost technology for
connecting computers, Ethernet is also used for interconnect-
ing disks [6]. The capital cost of building an Ethernet fabric
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Fig. 1: Holistic system stack overview.

is relatively low. However, in order to make a disk accessible
on the network, a microprocessor (e.g., low-power ARM)
has to be attached to the disk, which inevitably increases
capital expense (see § VI for detailed comparison). Moreover,
low performance microprocessor may also be a bottleneck
to support high network throughput and mechanisms such as
erasure coding and encryption.

B. USB 3.0 Technology

USB is arguably the most widely adopted technology to
connect peripheral devices to computer hosts. USB intercon-
nects form a tiered tree structure, with hubs forming the
internal nodes of the tree. Up to 5 levels of tiers are allowed
in a USB tree. Each USB tree can contain a maximum of 127
devices including hubs (see § V-B for some discussions).

USB 3.0 [10] was introduced in 2008 as the second major
revision of the USB standard. USB 3.0 specifies the Super-
Speed transfer mode, which supports 5.0Gb/s duplex transfer
with 8b/10b encoding. Realistically, one can expect to achieve
300∼400MB/s transfer rate on a single USB 3.0 port. Very
recently, a revision called USB 3.1 was announced, which
provides a 10Gb/s transfer mode called SuperSpeed+. Though
it will take some time before devices supporting 10 Gb/s
appear on the market. There is no explicit length limit for USB
3.0 cable in the specification, but the electrical properties of
the cable may limit the practical length to around 3 meters.
This is sufficient to connect disks and servers in the same rack
or even adjacent racks. Moreover, this length can be extended
through the use of hubs or signal repeaters.

Since low cost hard disks usually come with native SATA
interface, a bridge chip is required to connect disks to USB
hosts. SATA to USB 3.0 bridges are widely used in commodity
external USB hard drive enclosures. It is extremely cost
effective since USB 3.0 technology is shipped in extremely
high volumes with numerous vendors competing in the market.
Moreover, USB 3.0 protocol is universally supported by all of
the major operating systems in data centers, and almost all new
chipsets and motherboards come with native USB 3.0 support.

III. INTERCONNECT FABRIC

We first give a high level overview from upper layer services
down to the basic infrastructure, as shown in Figure 1. UStore
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Fig. 2: Interconnect fabric. The left design uses hubs and switches to form two full trees to connect disks to two hosts, while
the right design places switches at a higher level of the tree to allow better throughput.

manages large numbers of disks and supports the storage
demand of various upper layer services. We elaborate the
interconnect fabric in this section, and then demonstrate the
software management in § IV.

As the core of the deploy unit, the interconnect fabric
connects large numbers of disks in a UStore deploy unit
to multiple computer servers called hosts of the unit. It is
constructed with two primitives: USB hubs and USB switches.
The hub is an aggregation device. It accumulates multiple
downstream flows into a single upstream flow. We assume
each hub can have at most k downstream flows, where k is
called the fan-in factor of the hub. The switch is a multiplexer
that multiplexes one downstream between two upstream flows.
A control signal determines which of the two upstreams to
connect with.

A. The Data Plane

In the scenario of cold data storage, we would like to
connect a large number of disks (e.g., 60 to 100 disks) to
servers. The most simplistic way to connect disks to computers
is through point-to-point interconnection, which requires an
extra port on the server for each additional disk. Though
providing good performance, such scheme is not scalable for
cold data storage and very costly.

A common way to connect multiple disks to a single port
is to use hubs. In this case, the interconnection forms a tree
with disks at the leaf and hubs on internal nodes. Though
such a solution is used widely in the industry, it is not ideal.
There are two major drawbacks. The first is performance.
Multiple disks share the same connection bandwidth at the
root of the tree, which makes the host port a bottleneck: just
4 modern hard disks can saturate a SAS/SATA/USB port 1.
The second problem is the single point of failure at the root.
If the server at the root of the tree is down, due to software or
hardware failures, the entire tree of disks will be unavailable.
Though modern data center storage systems can tolerate device
failures through software means, reconstructing large amount
of data still puts a heavy toll on the network and other non-
faulty servers. SAS protocol supports dual-path capability, but
it is traditionally used in demanding enterprise settings and is
priced accordingly. The design requires special storage devices

1SATA multiplier can only access one downstream disk at a time, which
makes the situation even worse.

(e.g., dual port SAS disks), which are not cost effective for
providing cheap cold storage in data center environment.

We propose to use both hubs and switches to build the
interconnection topology. To tolerate a single server failure,
two independent hub trees can be constructed as shown in the
left part of Figure 2. Each disk at the leaf is connected to
both hub trees through a switch. By controlling the switch,
the disk can be connected to either host at the root of the
trees. Therefore, when a server fails, by reconfiguring the
interconnection with the switches, the disks can be reconnected
to a non-faulty server.

With the topology at the left of Figure 2, a disk can
be independently connected to one of the two trees. This
design can tolerate not only failures of a single host, but
also any single failure of the hubs. In this design, disks are
independent, each occupies a leaf node. The workload of
the disks are distributed among the roots. To increase the
aggregated bandwidth, it is possible to construct more than
2 full hub trees and switch the disks multiple ways at the
leaf. This also provides tolerance for more than one failures.
However, this is overkill, since single failure tolerance is most
likely sufficient for the scale of a deploy unit. For a multi-
level hub tree, it is possible to switch at a higher level of the
tree, closer to the root as shown in the right part of Figure 2.
By doing so, we can reduce the number of hubs and switches
required to implement the fabric, thus reducing the overall
cost.

The topology discussed is essentially the well known fat
tree [11] or Clos network [12] topology, which has seen
adoption in data center networking recently [13], [14]. A
formal analysis of the fault tolerance property of the topology
is out of the scope of this paper. In our setting, any switch
configuration is a valid partition of the fabric into multiple
non-overlapping trees, which connect each leaf node to one
of the root ports.

B. The Control Plane

In order to deal with device failures and possible load
balance, we should make the interconnect fabric configurable.
So the switches in the fabric must be controlled through
a side channel signalling. In our implementation, we use a
microcontroller connected through USB to one of the host
machines to control the switches. The microcontroller receives
commands from the Controller (elaborated in § IV) software
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in the connected host, and changes the signal to the switches
accordingly.

Since the Controller runs on a host, if the host fails, we
lose the ability to reconfigure the fabric. This would be
unfortunate, because when the failure happens, we actually
need to reconfigure the fabric, so that the disks originally
connected to the failed host can be access through alternative
paths. To avoid this failure scenario, we establish a secondary
control path by adding a redundant copy of the microcontroller
to a different host. The signals of the two microcontrollers
are XOR-ed together to form the final controlling signal to
the switches. During normal operation, only one of them is
powered on. And when the control of this microcontroller is
lost, we can switch to the other one, thus avoid the single point
of failure in the control plane. When switch signals change, the
configuration of the interconnect fabric is altered accordingly.
And from a host’s view, the USB devices are just inserted to
or removed from the host.

Besides controlling the switches, it is also possible to
control the power supplies to the individual disks and the
hubs. Being able to control power supply enables us to
perform rolling spin-up at the power-on time, thus avoiding
a large number of disks spinning up at the same time and
overwhelming the power supply. It is also possible to power
down certain disks and part of the interconnection under
predictable workloads to save energy.

IV. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Given that a large number of disks are attached to existing
servers through the interconnect fabric elaborated above, the
management of this huge storage pool is equally important.
The software has to be carefully designed to meet three
main objectives: (i) serving the storage allocation and access,

(ii) monitoring failures and implementing quick failover, (iii)
providing an appropriate interface for upper layer services and
applications.

We design the software architecture of UStore, as illustrated
in Figure 3. It consists of four components: Master, EndPoint,
Controller, and ClientLib. A typical UStore deployment is
composed of one Master and a number of deploy units, each
of which is connected to multiple hosts that run the EndPoint
and Controller. And the hosts are the servers that have already
existed in data centers. We demonstrate the four components
respectively, and then elaborate failure detection and power
management.

A. UStore Master
The UStore system has a single Master that maintains

the holistic view of the system to implement centralized
controlling and scheduling. To make the Master fault tolerant,
it is implemented as a replicated state machine using the
Paxos consensus protocol [15], [16]. To control the whole
system, the Master maintains three types of metadata: system
configuration (SysConf), system status (SysStat), and storage
allocation (StorAlloc).

SysConf includes basic system parameters, such as the
number of deploy units in the system, the numbers of hosts
and disks in each deploy unit, and the mappings from hosts
to deploy units and from disks to deploy units.

SysStat is the real-time status of the system. It contains
the status of the hosts and the disks (i.e., online, spun down,
or powered off), and the mapping from disks to hosts. The
mapping reflects the current status of the interconnect fabric.
SysStat is only kept in memory since the Master can always
reconstruct it by interrogating the hosts.

StorAlloc is maintained to manage storage space (e.g.,
allocating, reclaiming). We use a global namespace, i.e.,



< /DeployUnitID/DiskID/SpaceID >, to uniquely i-
dentify each allocated storage space. This metadata is stored
persistently in the Master synchronously. We apply two rules
for storage allocation. Firstly, a physical disk is preferred
to be allocated to the same service, which facilitates power
management since the service can control the disk without
interfering with other services (see § IV-F). Secondly, a disk
located near the client on the network is more likely to be
allocated to this client, which improves locality and reduces
networking overhead.

B. UStore EndPoint

An EndPoint runs in each host that is connected to a deploy
unit. It has two main functions: monitoring the host’s status,
and exposing disk storage to clients. The EndPoint sends the
healthiness and workload information of both the hosts and
the disks back to the Master, through periodical heartbeat
messages. USB Monitor monitors and sends the detailed status
of the observed local USB tree (e.g., lsusb -t in Linux) to
the Controller, which gives the Controller a integrated view
of the interconnect fabric to implement failure detection and
reconfiguration.

On the other hand, the EndPoint is responsible for exposing
the disks onto the network, through a network storage protocol.
It is potentially possible to use any SAN protocols to expose
the raw disks or expose a networking file system interface.
In our implementation, we choose iSCSI [17] as the protocol
for exposing the storage (i.e., iSCSI Target). When a client
requests storage space, the Master allocates a piece of storage
space (could be a disk, a disk partition or a big file in a disk)
from UStore, and the corresponding host exposes it as a iSCSI
target which can be mounted by the client.

C. UStore Controller

For each deploy unit, we have two Controllers running on
two of the controlling hosts to avoid single point of failure.
Though not strictly necessary, the Controllers usually run in a
primary-backup manner. The Master sends commands to only
one of the Controllers in normal operations. Only when the
primary fails will the Master send commands to the backup
Controller.

The Controller keeps track of the detailed interconnect fab-
ric configuration of each deploy unit by collecting USB status
from the EndPoints. The Master can change the configuration
by sending explicit topology scheduling commands, such as
“connect disk A to host H1 and disk C to host H2” to the
Controller. After receiving the command, the Controller tries
to execute it based on its knowledge of the current fabric. If the
command cannot be accomplished, the Controller will report
the error status back to the Master. For example, “connecting
A to H1 will force disk E to be disconnected from host H3”.
In this case, the Master can either abort the command or issue
another command that accommodates the conflicts.

We illustrate the execution of the command “connect disk
A to host H1” in detail. The Controller takes the following
three steps after receiving this command.

Algorithm 1 Lookup the switches to be turned to execute a
command.
Parameters: Pairs of disk and host specified in the command.
Return Value: Switches to be turned or ErrInfo if conflict.

1: function SWITCHESTOTURN(List disk host pairs)
2: Set OccupiedSwitches
3: Set SwitchesToTurn
4: for all disk i ∈ DeployUnit
5: if disk i 6∈ disk host pairs
6: host j ← GETATTACHEDHOST(disk i)
7: k switches ← GETSWITCH(disk i,host j)
8: add k switches to OccupiedSwitches
9: for all disk host pair ∈ disk host pairs

10: k switches ← GETSWITCH(disk host pair)
11: for all switch i ∈ k switches
12: if switch i 6∈ OccupiedSwitches
13: if desired status 6= current status
14: add switch i to SwitchesToTurn
15: add switch i to OccupiedSwitches
16: else if expected status 6= current status
17: return ErrInfo
18: return SwitchesToTurn

1. Lock the interconnect fabric to avoid another concurrent
command causing inconsistency [16]. During the process of
scheduling a command, no other commands will be accepted.

2. Determine which switch(es) should be turned to achieve
the goal of this command. Firstly, the Controller traces from
the disk up to the host, and finds out the k switches on the path
from disk A to host H1 (i.e., GETSWITCH() in Algorithm 1).
Some of them may already stay in the desired state, while
others have to be turned. Before turning them, the Controller
has to check the conflict with other disks, i.e., comparing
with the switch status of other disks which is maintained
in the set OccupiedSwitches in Algorithm 1. If there is
no conflict or the conflict can be ignored, we collect the
to-be-turned switches first, and then turn them one by one.
Otherwise, the Controller will report error status with detailed
information back to the Master. The detailed process is shown
in Algorithm 1.

3. Send commands to the microcontroller to turn the
switches collected above. The Controller then checks whether
this scheduling is completed properly, through checking USB
status reported by the involved EndPoints. If the expected
connections cannot be detected in a pre-set time (e.g., 30s),
we roll back the command by turning the switches to original
state, and report the situation back to the Master for further
actions.

D. UStore ClientLib

The ClientLib abstracts away the details of the disk-host
connection and exposes a consistent view of the storage
capacity to the upper layer applications. Different users may
want to provide different services based on UStore, we thus
decide to provide the most basic storage interface, i.e., the



block device interface in UStore. The interface is implemented
through iSCSI protocol, so that the upper layer services can
access UStore just like accessing local disks.

We design a simple UStore client library to facilitate
building different access layers. The client library provides
storage management APIs, such as applying for new storage
space, mounting allocated storage. It provides simple directory
lookup service to find a disk’s host IP and provides notification
call backs to notify the upper layer of disk status changes.

In the normal operation, the ClientLib keeps track of the
locally mounted storage in UStore. If the storage becomes un-
accessable due to the failover action of UStore, the ClientLib
will retrieve the new host IP from the Master and remount
the storage automatically. From the client’s view, there is a
temporary high latency accessing local disks, which usually
does not have much impact. This is especially true for storage
services that have their own redundancy mechanisms to deal
with temporary unavailability (e.g., HDFS).

E. Failure Detection

We design automatic failure detection in UStore, which can
reduce failover time and make the system easy to operate.
There are three main failure domains in a storage system:
hosts, interconnect fabric and disks. In practice, hosts are more
likely to fail due to software and network issues. According
to [18], the MTTF of servers is 3.4 months while that of
disks is 10-50 years, and physical interconnects have similar
failure rate as disks [19]. We handle the host failures in a
simple manner: if the Master does not hear the heartbeat
message from a host for an extended period of time, the
Master will treat the host as crashed and send command to
the corresponding Controller to move the disks on this host to
a non-faulty one.

For interconnect fabric, the Controller receives the detailed
USB tree information from each host which obtains the USB
tree from local operating system. So, it can detect the disap-
pearance of hubs and disks by combining the non-overlapping
USB trees. Since USB switches and bridges do not show up
in the tree, we consider them to be part of the hubs or disks,
viewing them as a single failure unit. For example in Figure 2,
the switch with the hub connected to its downstream in the
second layer is one failure unit. Similarly, in the last layer, each
disk with its bridge and switch is one failure unit. If a device
in the interconnect fabric fails, the Master switches away the
paths going through this device, while reports the failure to
system administrator for future replacement or repair.

UStore delegates data recovery of failed disks to the data
redundancy mechanisms supported by upper layer services. It
does not provide data redundancy by itself. On the other hand,
the interconnect fabric of UStore can potentially facilitate disk
data reconstruction. Since disks are not tightly coupled with
servers, the involved disk can be switched to one or a small
set of servers in order to reduce network load. We leave this
for further work.

F. Power Management

Power consumption is one of the key metrics of modern
storage systems. Spinning down or powering off disks is the
most obvious way to reduce power consumption. However,
the strategy to determine when to spin down disks greatly
depends on the workloads. The upper layer services, which
know the workload better, may have their own power saving
mechanisms such as rearranged data placement [20] and pow-
ering off the disks that store redundant data [21]. We expose
disk management interface (e.g., spin up and down disks,
change disk speed if supported) to the upper layer services
by allowing them to change the state of the disks belonging
to them. By default, UStore only provides a simple power
saving mechanism: when a disk stays idle for a preconfigured
period of time, it is spun down. But if it is detected that the
disk is spun up and down too frequently, the host will increase
the time interval. Furthermore, if the disks are spun down or
powered off, the part of the interconnect fabric that connects
these disks is powered off as well.

V. PHYSICAL DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE

In this section, we briefly discuss the physical design of a
UStore deploy unit, and then present the prototype of UStore.

A. Physical Design

We envision that a deploy unit would be a rack-mountable
enclosure. The physical volume, weight limitation, max power
dissipation, cooling capability and vibration isolation of the
enclosure dictate the number of disks that can be contained
in a unit. In practice, a 4U rack unit can host around 40∼70
3.5 inch hard disks comfortably [22], [23], [24], while leav-
ing enough space for interconnect fabric, power supply and
cooling. In this case, external connection to 4 hosts would be
a reasonable configuration of the interconnect fabric. Such a
unit would be able to provide around 200 terabytes of raw disk
storage capacity using the available 4TB SATA disks, and has
about 2∼3 GB/s total aggregated throughput on all 4 ports.

USB connectors are designed for frequent plugging and un-
plugging. It might be desirable to use a more robust connector
design in the data center settings. The maximum cable length
of USB 3.0 is sufficient to connect disks and servers within the
same rack. Moreover, it would greatly simplify the cabling if
we integrate the interconnect fabric into a printed circuit board
(PCB).

B. Prototype

We implemented a minimal proof-of-concept UStore pro-
totype, as shown in Figure 4, to demonstrate the feasibility
of the UStore design. The prototype only contains a single
UStore deploy unit with 16 disks connected to 4 hosts, using
the interconnect fabric shown in the right part of Figure 2.

The hard disks we use are 3TB 7200 RPM 3.5” TOSHIBA
DT01ACA300. To connect them to USB 3.0 ports, we use
commodity external USB 3.0 HDD enclosures (i.e., SSK HE-
G130) as the USB bridge. For the hub we use commodity 4-
port hubs of UNITEK Y-3044. The switch is also a commodity
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Fig. 4: UStore prototype.

USB 3.0 switch of SIIG JU-SW0012-S1. We modified the
switch so that it can be controlled by electric signals instead
of manual switches. The 12v power supply to each of the
HDD enclosures pass through a relay, which can be turned on
and off by the Controller. We implemented the control plane
using commodity Arduino Mega 2560 boards to control the
switches and the power relays.

USB 3.0 is still a relatively new technology. Therefore, some
wrinkles still exist in current implementations. One major
problem we found is that current Intel USB 3.0 root hub
drive can only recognize less than 15 devices and we can only
evaluate the throughput for up to 15 disks attached to a single
server (we report 12 disk cases in evaluation). Another issue is
that sometimes disk switching is not detected reliably by the
hosts, forcing us to power cycle the devices. We found that
USB 2.0 does not have these issues, which suggests that future
iterations of the software driver and chipsets implementation
might fix the problems.

For the software stack, we implement the UStore Master
based on ZooKeeper [25], which acts as a fault tolerant
metadata storage and execution coordinator. The Master and
ZooKeeper are co-deployed in a small cluster (e.g., 5 ma-
chines). The master processes are running in the active-standby
mode. At any time, there is only one active master process
and the others are standby. The active process is elected by
ZooKeeper. The metadata of UStore is stored in ZooKeeper
and is organized in a hierarchical tree structure. Each host
creates an ephemeral znode in ZooKeeper to represent its
liveness.

TABLE I: The comparison in price of different storage solu-
tions. “AttEx” means the capital expense without disks. (unit:
thousands of dollars)

System Media CapEx AttEx
DELL PowerVault

MD3260i
Near-line SAS $3,340 $1,525

Sun StorageTek SL150 LTO6 Tape $1,748 -
Pergamum SATA HD $756 $415

BACKBLAZE SATA HD $598 $257
UStore SATA HD $456 $115

VI. COST COMPARISON

UStore is cost-efficient for two reasons: (a) leveraging the
low cost USB technology for the interconnect fabric, and
(b) utilizing existing infrastructure as much as possible. We
compare UStore with other storage solutions in monetary cost.
The cost of a storage system includes two aspects: the capital
expense (CapEx) and the operational expense (OpEx).
The CapEx. CapEx of a storage system includes not only
the cost for the medium (e.g., disks), but also the cost of
enclosure, power supply, cooling, and the cost of connecting
them to the computers and network. Table I shows the esti-
mated CapEx of a 10PB raw storage capacity. The first two
systems are commercially supported products. The PowerVault
MD3260i [26] enclosure is configured to contain 60 near-line
SAS drives of 3TB each. It is intended for performance critical
workloads and has much higher costs than other solutions.
StorageTek SL150 is a tape storage system. It is much cheaper
than MD3260i, but has poor performance for random access.

We use 3TB SATA HDDs, which cost about $100 each,
as the storage medium for the last three solutions. BACK-
BLAZE [22] is a custom-made low-cost cloud storage solu-
tion. It attaches 45 disks to a low-end motherboard in a 4U
enclosure. Though the cost is relatively low, it suffers from
single point of failure that may render all 45 disks unavailable,
and its performance is rather poor since all 45 disks share
only a single GbE network interface. Pergamum [6] uses low-
power ARM microprocessors to attach and expose disks on the
network. The ARMs are interconnected through Ethernet. In
order to make a fair side-by-side comparison, we remove the
NVRAM in each tome of Pergamum and put 45 tomes into the
same enclosure used by [22]. We use BACKBLAZE numbers
to estimate the cost of the enclosure, power supply, fans and
so forth. Cubieboard3 [27] is used to estimate the price of
the ARM in the tome. We choose Cubieboard3 because it has
native SATA and GbE support, and is one of the most widely
used commodity ARM single board computers. Ethernet tree
topology is used to interconnect the tomes 2.

At last, we estimate the CapEx of UStore. Due to huge
amount of shipments and fierce competition among the ven-
dors, USB 3.0 technology is extremely cost effective. All

21Gb/s port is $4 and 10Gb/s port is $100. These prices are much lower
than that in [28].



TABLE II: The performance of one disk for three connection types. H&S means hub and switch, i.e., the third connection
type. 100%, 50% and 0% represent the percentage of read operations.

Workloads 4KB(IO/s) Seq 4KB(IO/s) Rand 4MB(MB/s) Seq 4MB(MB/s) Rand
Read Percentage 100% 50% 0% 100% 50% 0% 100% 50% 0% 100% 50% 0%

SATA 13378 8066 11211 191.9 105.4 86.9 184.8 105.7 180.2 129.1 78.7 57.5
USB 5380 4294 6166 189.0 105.2 85.2 185.8 119.7 184.0 147.9 95.5 79.3
H&S 5381 4595 6181 189.2 106.0 87.9 185.8 118.6 184.9 147.7 97.7 79.9

the IC components used in the interconnect fabric cost less
than $1 each. We multiply bill of materials (BOM) cost by
2 [29] to estimate the cost of the interconnect fabric. We
use deploy unit of 64 disks in one 4U enclosure to estimate
the system cost. Similar to Pergamum, we estimate the cost
of the enclosure and other components using the numbers
from [22]. We justify UStore’s larger number of disks in a
single enclosure by noticing the large empty space occupied
by motherboard in [22], and noticing that other systems can
accommodate similar number of disks in a 4U enclosure [23],
[24]. The result in Table I shows that UStore has the obvious
advantage over other solutions in CapEx. For example, UStore
costs 24% lower than BACKBLAZE, the next lowest cost
solution, when media cost is included. Excluding the disk
cost 3, UStore is 55% cheaper. Notice that UStore achieves
the cost advantage while providing a much better throughput
and fault tolerance.
The OpEx. OpEx usually includes power, cooling, data center
floor space and maintenance cost. We are not able to compare
different solutions quantitatively since it is very difficult to do
such estimation without full deployment and years of usage
data. Here we qualitatively compare the OpEx. UStore can
pack more disks in an enclosure due to its simple construction
and the power consumption is relatively low (see § VII-C),
so it should be competitive in power consumption, cooling
and space efficiency. Moreover, UStore system can detect
failure through software (see § IV-E), implement fast failover
automatically, and pinpoint the components that need repair,
so the maintenance cost should also be competitive.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the prototype described above to
address the following questions: what throughput can UStore
provide, how long does it take to switch disks and what the
power consumption of UStore is.

A. Throughput

In order to show the throughput of UStore, we evaluate
the prototype with different workloads by combining differ-
ent values of three parameters: transfer size, read/write mix
percentage and access patterns. We use Iometer [30] for this
evaluation.

First, we evaluate the throughput of a single disk with three
different connection configurations. The first configuration

3Since the disk-based systems in Table I all use 3TB disks, “AttEx” can
also represent the amortized cost per disk.

connects a disk to host directly with SATA, while the second
one goes through an USB3.0 bridge. The third configuration
is the full fabric as described in § V, except that only one
disk is powered on and working. The disk goes through two
hubs, two switches and a bridge. The results are shown in
Table II. All three connection methods have similar throughput
in large transfer workloads. In the 4KB sequential workloads,
throughput of direct SATA connection is 2 times better than
going through USB. We suspect this is due to the added latency
introduced by the SATA to USB bridge. From this experiment
we conclude that for large reads and writes, going through
USB bridge, hub and switch almost have no impact on the
performance of a single disk.

In the next experiment, we test the performance implications
of sharing hubs in our prototype. Different numbers of disks
are attached to a single host through the fabric of our proto-
type. We set the disk numbers to be 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 respectively.
For the cases with 1, 2, 4, disks are connected to the same
hub. For the cases with 8 and 12 disks, the disks are connected
to 2 hubs and 3 hubs respectively. We use multiple workers in
Iometer to test the system, each worker operates on one disk.
We only show some workloads in Figure 5, other workloads
have similar results. As shown in the left two figures, for
small transfers the throughput increases with the number of
disks. The sequential throughput of 8 disks can saturate the
USB tree. For large transfers, two disks are enough to fill up
the root hub’s bandwidth, which is around 300MB/s. Though
not shown in the graph, our experiments also find that when
multiple disks are connected to a single host, the bandwidth
is shared evenly among the disks.

Since USB3.0 is a duplex transfer protocol, the total
throughput doubles when half of disks are read and the other
half are written simultaneously. We perform the experiments
for the 4MB workloads, the total throughput reaches 540MB/s
which is the sum of the read throughput and the write through-
put. Thus, with four root paths the prototype can sustain a total
throughput of 2160MB/s.

B. Switching Time

We also measured the switching time which is the delay of
switching disks from one host (i.e., safely rejected) to another
one. The delay is composed of three parts. The first part is
between the disk being rejected from one host and being
recognized by the USB driver of another host. The second
part is the time between the disk being recognized to being
exposed onto the network. The last part is from the time of
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Fig. 5: Total throughput of multiple disks. The workload name in this figure is comprised of three parts. The first part is transfer
request size. For the second part, S and R mean sequential and random respectively. For the third part, R means operations
are all read, W means operations are all write.
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TABLE III: Power consumption of one disk. Specs means
official disk specification [31]. (unit: watt)

Mode Spin Down Idle Read/Write
Specs 1 5.2 6.4
SATA 0.05 4.71 6.66

USB bridge 1.56 5.76 7.56

the disk being exposed to being remotely mounted by the
ClientLib. In the experiment, we switch different numbers of
disks simultaneously and repeat each case 6 times to measure
the delay. The result is shown in Figure 6, the first part delay
increases with the number of switched disks while the second
and third parts have little variation.

The delay is short enough for most services in data centers
to be regarded as temporary failure and avoid a full rebuild of
the disks. To verify this, we deployed Hadoop-1.2.1 on the four
hosts of the prototype using disks in UStore as storage. We
use one host for namenode and three hosts for datanodes. The
system is configured with three replicas. When writing a file in
HDFS, we switch one disk, the HDFS client encounters error
only for several seconds, then it resumes the operation again.
Read operation is not interrupted at all since there are three
replicas. Due to the limited space, we do not show detailed
performance numbers. It is sufficient to say that most services
in data centers show similar behavior to Hadoop, which means
switch operation has little impact on these services.

C. Power Consumption

In this section, we investigate the power consumption of two
key components: USB bridge and hub. USB switch consumes
very little power [32] (around 0.06W in our case). Then we
measure the power consumption of the full UStore deploy unit
and compare it with alternative solutions to demonstrate its
power efficiency.

TABLE IV: The power consumption of one hub with different
number of disks connected. (unit: watt)

Disk Count 0 1 2 3 4
Power 0.21 1.06 1.23 1.47 1.67

For the bridge, we evaluate one disk connected with SATA
and with USB bridge respectively, in three different workloads
including spin down, idle and normal read/write. The result
shows that different read/write patterns (e.g., different block
size, sequential percentage) make little difference and the
variation is within 1W. The power consumption of USB3.0
bridge is around 1W. The detailed result is shown in Table III.

For the hub, we evaluate one hub with 0 to 4 disks
connected. The result is shown in Table IV, different modes
of the disk, such as idle or busy, make no difference on hub’s
power consumption. We can see that the hub only consumes
0.21W if there is no disk device connected. Furthermore, with
the increase of disks connected on the hub, the power increases
in a linear manner except the first one.

We obtain the power consumption of the whole interconnect
fabric by measuring the current in the root hub. With the
measured power of disks and the estimated power consumption
of fans (1W each x6), USB 3.0 host adaptor (2.5W each x4)
and power supply (power factor 90plus), the total power con-
sumption of UStore with 16 disks is estimated in Table V. In
order to give a glimpse of the comparison with other solutions,
we list the numbers quoted from other papers or estimated
based on specifications and real measurement in Table V. We
compare UStore with two other solutions: Pergamum (without
NVRAM, using the same disks, power supplies and fans
with UStore), EMC DD860/ES30 [33] which is an enterprise
disk-based backup storage products. The numbers in Table V
are the amortized power consumption of 16 disks for each
solution (15 disks for DD860/ES30). There are two common
states in archival storage system: disks serving read/write and
disks spun-down/powered-off. For the first state, the ARM in
Pergamum consumes around 2.5W and the amortized power
consumption of one Ethernet port is 1.5W [34], so the power
consumption of Pergamum is about 193.5W. UStore consumes
less power in this state, because the power consumption
of the interconnect fabric is relatively low at only 13.6W.
For the purpose of comparison, the power consumption of
DD860/ES30 in idle is much higher. When the workload of



TABLE V: Power comparison of different storage solutions
(unit: watt). The first line is when disks are spinning, and the
second line is when disks are powered off.

Solutions DD860/ES30 Pergamum UStore
Spinning 222.5 193.5 166.8

Powered off 83.5 28.9 22.1

the storage system becomes low, the disks can be spun down or
powered off. In this state, DD860/ES30 still consumes much
power. For Pergamum, the ARM staying in idle consumes
around 0.8W and the power of each Ethernet port becomes
0.5W, making the total to be 28.9W. UStore still consumes
much less power since there is no disk and bridge power
consumption and the interconnect fabric consumes about 71%
less power. Furthermore, UStore hosts can directly cut the
power to the root hubs of the fabric to reduce power even
further.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Storage systems. Tape storage has been a low-price archival
solution for a long time, with systems such as Oracle Tape
Storage [35], Tape Cloud [36]. Archival systems using com-
pact disc are also available [37]. Recently, due to the dramatic
drop in price, hard disk is becoming an appealing storage
medium for cold and archival data [38]. Venti [4] is an
archival storage system which applies write-once model and
uses secure hash for de-duplication. Other examples of disk-
based secondary storage systems include Data Domain [5],
HYDRAstor [39]. Pergamum [6] uses low-power CPUs (e.g.,
ARM) to transform disks into self-contained network attached
storage devices. However, it requires a dedicated network, and
the performance of low-power CPUs are rather poor, which
may limit throughput. Recently, Seagate introduced Kinetic
drive [40] that provides Ethernet interface and key-value store
API similar to Pergamum. This product is still in its early stage
and is not yet widely available. Other large-scale mass storage
systems such as Oceanstore [41], Glacier [42], FAB [43],
implement decentralized design to provide persistent storage.
Petal [44] focuses on providing virtual disks on a pool of
physical disks. UStore also focuses on providing raw storage
capacity, but unlike Petal, UStore does not natively support
redundancy, load balancing, and shared access. It leaves the
upper layer services to implement these features.
Commercial products. Commercial companies are providing
cold and archival storage solution to the end users. Disk-based
commercial products, such as Dell’s MD3260i [24] and EMC
NL400, provide mass storage capacity. These solutions are of-
ten pricey, and consume considerable amount of power [33]. In
the cloud side, Amazon Glacier [2] provides cheap storage for
archival purposes, but the internal technology is not publicly
disclosed. From the physical perspective, BACKBLAZE [22]
and Evtron [23] demonstrate how to pack disks densely into a
4U enclosure. A cold storage design [45] by Facebook packs
SATA HDs densely in a rack and the disks are mounted by
powerful servers interconnected through 10Gb network. This

design is still relatively costly and it also suffers from single
point of failure.
Reliability and availability. Data reliability is an important
aspect of long-term storage systems. Many works have studied
different factors that induce data loss, such as latent sector
errors (LSEs) [46], disk failure [18] and failures from physical
interconnects and protocol stacks [19]. Most of the systems
forgo RAID and use software techniques, such as replica-
tion [47] and erasure coding [48], to provide fault tolerance
under hardware failures. Even though failure of a few nodes
can be tolerated in such systems, they still present challenges
due to increased recovery traffic on the network and extended
window of vulnerability with reduced replicas. Recent work
shows that fast data recovery is possible provided that the
networking infrastructure is well designed [49]. However, even
with the throughput provided with these systems, it would still
take many hours to recover all the data on the hard disks
in a single deploy unit. UStore alleviate the burden with the
reconfigurable interconnect fabric.
Power management. Power-saving is another main concern
in data centers. Works, such as Rabbit [50], Sierra [21],
rely on the arrangement of replicas. While PARAID [51]
proposes power-saving mechanism for server-class RAIDs.
Some works apply cache mechanism to prolong idle period
of disk clusters [20]. Moreover, disk speed controlling is
shown to be an effective approach of saving power [52]. These
techniques can be applied on UStore with little modification.

IX. CONCLUSION

To gain competitive advantage, non-traditional hardware
and software architecture is often required for cloud service
operators. Vast demand for storage capacity in data centers
motivates us to rethink current storage system design, and
come up with more cost effective methods to connect disks
to servers. UStore is designed with cost efficiency as the
primary goal. It provides a substrate of reliable and high
performance storage by attaching disks onto the existing
servers and networks in a data center. The cost efficiency is
mainly achieved by leveraging USB 3.0 technology, which
is the cheapest way to connect peripherals. We designed a
switching fabric to overcome the bandwidth and reliability
limitations of the simple USB tree topology. UStore can be
used as the storage capacity provider to a variety of upper layer
services, such as distributed file systems and backup services.
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